
 

 

 

October 31st, 2017 

Request for quotations for data analysis and production of digital 
artefact for ISDA Common Domain Model 

The International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc.1 (“ISDA”) is seeking an approach and 

quotations from qualified parties to conduct data analysis and production of a digital artefact in relation 

to the ISDA Common Domain Model2  (“ISDA CDM”) for its ISDA CDM design working group which is 

developing said model. 

The primary goal of the ISDA CDM design working group (henceforth the “group”) is to define a standard 

representation of derivatives trade events, that are asset class and product agnostic, and develop a 

common domain model (“ISDA CDM” or the “model”) across transaction and legal agreement data 

required for processing of such events. 

To achieve the proposed goal, the model will be defined as a collection of events with product data 

elements expressed in a hierarchical structure. This structure will be validated across variations in 

product classes, reinforcing the model in the process. 

The standardized model will be realized as a single, shared artefact across impacted parties with process 

automation of embedded events. The shared artefact will encompass data and process standards being 

defined as part of the domain model standardization. 

On course to develop the conceptual version 1.0 of the model, the group has completed an initial 

collection and analysis of events and defined the initial event model (these events are gathered under 

Independent and Dependent Events sections of Appendix), now ISDA would like to engage a third party 

(the “vendor”) to perform the analysis exercise to collect product data elements into the hierarchical 

product models proposed in the conceptual verison 1.0 of the ISDA CDM (see Products section of 

Appendix for more information). The FpML data standard has been identified as a reliable source of 

product data elements to build the initial hierarchical models from.  The focus of the group so far has 

been specifically on the interest rates and credit asset classes, ergo the interest rates and credit FpML 

schemas will be the initial focus of the analysis work but the work is not limited to those asset classes. 

                                                 
1 Since 1985, ISDA has worked to make the global derivatives markets safer and more efficient. Today, ISDA has 

more than 875 member institutions from 68 countries. These members comprise a broad range of derivatives market 

participants, including corporations, investment managers, government and supranational entities, insurance 

companies, energy and commodities firms, and international and regional banks. In addition to market participants, 

members also include key components of the derivatives market infrastructure, such as exchanges, intermediaries, 

clearing houses and repositories, as well as law firms, accounting firms and other service providers. Information 

about ISDA and its activities is available on the Association’s web site: www.isda.org. 
2 ISDA CDM documents are published by the International Swaps and Derivatives Association, Inc. (ISDA) and are 

protected by copyright and other proprietary intellectual property rights. 

http://www2.isda.org/attachment/OTY4OQ==/CDM%20FINAL.pdf
http://www2.isda.org/attachment/OTY4OQ==/CDM%20FINAL.pdf
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In tandem with the product data analysis and modelling work, the vendor will provide ISDA with a digital 

artefact, an executable digital representation (e.g. using JSON objects or similar) of version 2.0 of the 

ISDA CDM, including both the hierarchical product model which it has built, and also the event model. 

Generally, the vendor will be expected to operate in agile manner fully engaged with the group and 

structure work to have weekly (or similarly frequent) deliverables in line with suggested requirements 

and deliverables below. 

(Please treat requirements and deliverables as indicative for the purposes of vendor selection, final plan 

and deliverables to be agreed when vendor is selected.) 

Requirements and deliverables for this approach and quotation: 

I. Digital representation3 of ISDA CDM in a digital artefact,  
consisting of a, b and c: 

a. Hierarchical product model based on FpML Schemas and ISDA Definitions 
o Composable product models from FpML (under auspices of FpML Standards 

Committee) based on hierarchical approach detailed under Products section of 
Appendix using JSON objects or similar. 

o Digitizing the necessary standardized ISDA definitions (found in ISDA’s 
documentation) for product intrinsic events such as schedule, rate, interest , 
calculations, and so on, to build out the product models 

o Approach - proceeding as follows: 
1. Firstly provide a digital process to build product models from FpML 

schema for interest rates and credit default swaps (CDS). 
2. CDM design & FpML Standards Committee decides how to model 

product (following concepts presented initially in ISDA CDM version 1.0 
definition document & detailed under Products section of Appendix) 
then the vendor codes the product model building from FpML schema 
(i.e. mapping FpML to new persistence model objects) 

b. Event model initially based on primitive events  in ISDA CDM version 1.0 conceptual 
definition document which are listed below and detailed in Appendix 

o Independent Events 

 New 

 Terminated for Cash 

 Amend 

 Split (Allocation) 

 Partial Termination 

 Full Assignment 

 Partial Assignment 

 Cancel 

 Clear 

 Intermediation (Prime Brokerage) 

 Aggregation 

 Tear-up/Portfolio Compression 

                                                 
3 Extensible framework for the model in digital form (e.g. using JSON objects or similar) 
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o Dependent Events 

 Observations 

 Exercises 
o Approach:  

1. Produce functional definitions (non-implementation specific, using JSON 
objects or similar) to represent the events listed above and event 
processing approach found in ISDA CDM version 1.0 conceptual design 
and for reference as detailed in Appendix which will be used to model 
basic business use cases 

c. Model of container for aggregation/portfolio processing 
o Propose approach to model to support aggregations by transaction attributes 

within model (see Fractal Symmetry - Product Example in Appendix) 
II. Proposed pricing 

a. The project is expected to iterate through existing product definitions across asset 
classes. Responses should include cost of delivery for initial product/asset set and 
estimates replicating the process across other products. 

b.  To allow expansion of scope quickly – a series of proposed milestones and deliverables 
with proposed payment terms related to each from the vendor is preferred. 

II. Resources and engagment plan 
a. In defining expected approach the vendor should provide details on the following 

aspects of their plan 

 The resources the vendor expects to deploy on the project, including, the 
resource profile, roles they will play on the project, and summary of relevant 
experience. 

 The software tools which will be employed and whether those tools are open 
sourced or proprietary. 

 If the analysis and model production is to be automated by software. 

 The vendors’ expectations for engagement with ISDA, FpML and their members 
and resources they are expected to make available to the vendor.  

III. Proposed timeline 
a. 1 month to develop a working prototype of model (e.g. digital form of the interest rate 

swap example from FpML interest rates schema and some core events: New,Terminate 

for cash, Split/Allocate; as detailed in Appendix ) 
b. Concurrently, 3 months to complete foundational elements of model (i.e. the product 

model I. a and event model I. b.) for interest rates cleared, non-cleared, and credit 
derivatives from the interest rates and credit schemas respectively. 

c. Other asset classes will also be completed concurrently if resources allow 

The vendor will be subject to appropriate non-disclosure provisions with respect to all aspects of its 

work with ISDA, including, but not limited to, the digital artefact/representation of the ISDA CDM 

delivered by the vendor, the data and materials provided by ISDA members, the ISDA CDM Design 

working group, and ISDA.  The vendor would be required to execute ISDA’s standard intellectual 

property and confidentiality agreements.  Please note that all intellectual property in the work 

conducted by the vendor will be owned by or assigned to ISDA. 

To aid development of approach and quotations, ISDA would invite prospective vendors to read , review 

and provide comments and questions on the ISDA CDM version 1.0 conceptual model document [found 

http://www2.isda.org/attachment/OTY4OQ==/CDM%20FINAL.pdf
http://www2.isda.org/functional-areas/infrastructure-management/market-infrastructure-and-technology/
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here on ISDA's website] sections of which are found in  Appendix. Additionally, ISDA will host open 

information sessions with prospective vendors to allow vendors the opportunity to ask questions or 

obtain additional information which will aid their response to this request. To be involved in these 

information sessions, please contact ISDA at MarketInfrastructureandTechnology@isda.org as soon as 

possible. 

Finally, if your firm would like to be considered by ISDA to conduct this work, please provide any 

relevant information regarding your firm’s knowledge of ISDA CDM and specific qualifications to 

perform this exercise, along with an approach and quotation for your fees 

MarketInfrastructureandTechnology@isda.org no later than November 28th 2017. 

 

  

http://www2.isda.org/functional-areas/infrastructure-management/market-infrastructure-and-technology/
mailto:MarketInfrastructureandTechnology@isda.org
mailto:marketinfrastructureandtechnology@isda.org
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Appendix  
 

Below sections are taken from ISDA CDM version 1.0 conceptual design definition document 

(Pages 9 - 26) 

 

http://www2.isda.org/attachment/OTY4OQ==/CDM%20FINAL.pdf
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(Found on Page 37) 

 

 
 

 


